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From Desk to Field 
- early career observa ons from 
contract archaeology in Denmark  
Anna Silberg Poulsen and Maria Diget Sle erød 

We have invited our two editors, Maria and Anna, who currently work in contract 
archaeology to elaborate on their experiences of how it is to transi on from study-
ing to working, and what it is like to work in Denmark as an archaeologist who has 
graduated from TORS.  It is a product of our experiences, and neither of us have 
many years of field experience, but we do know what it is like to be new in the field 
of contract archaeology.  The essay is structured like a Q & A session as we felt that 
was the best way to address the concerns, we had ourselves when we started, as 
well as a few submi ed ques ons. 
 
Who are we, and how did we get into Danish field archaeology? 
  
Maria (She/her) 
I have known since my first field school that I want to work in field archaeology. I 
enjoy being outside almost every single day and be part of a team that are dedicat-
ed to uncover our past in the dirt. The feeling of seeing and touching an artefact 
that no one has viewed for thousands of years is really hard to beat. The fact that I 
studied Near Eastern archaeology and the fact that all my experience before enter-
ing the job market was based on research excava ons and field schools focused on 
human remains, made it a bit difficult in the beginning. There was a lot I needed to 
learn. For example, I had never cut a posthole before, and had no idea what that 
actually meant.  
 
I started out in the contract-archaeology world in February 2022 and began my ca-
reer in Germany. My background at that point consisted of several field schools, an 
internship in Jerusalem and a BA in Near Eastern Archaeology. I was wri ng my 
master’s disserta on and a er a period of stress, I decided to pause it for some 

me and was lucky to get a job in field archaeology in Germany. Network is very 
important and I landed the job because my ex-boyfriend's roommates' friend told 
the roommate that there were some posi ons available which the roommate told 
my ex who told me.  

I worked there for four months, came back home, but a er some months with no 
luck of ge ng a job in Denmark, I returned to Germany for eight months. I got back 
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home to Denmark in May 2023, and a er some vaca on and short-term job as the 
field- and lab osteologist at the Neo-Assyrian site Yasin Tepe in the Autonomous 
Kurdish region in Iraq, I started back on my master’s and was offered a job Museum 
Vestsjælland where I work part- me as a field archaeologist.  
 
Anna (they/them) 
I graduated from the University of Copenhagen with an MA in Near Eastern archae-
ology, with my thesis on Polychrome studies and digital archaeology in 2022. I al-
ways knew I wanted to con nue my studies further down the line, but I also needed 
a bit of a break a er almost 20 years in school, and figured contract archaeology 
was a good way to change it up. I love history and archaeology, and I was lucky to 
work a summer at Elsinore castle as a castle host, before being jobless for half a 
year, un l I landed a short-term contact with Museum Lolland Falster as a field ar-
chaeologist to help finish up a pipeline project, and thus, my journey in Danish ar-
chaeology began. My contract with them was not extended, as project-based con-
tracts some mes are, for a host of reasons one of them was my lack of a driver's 
license, but another was that the museum was running low on upcoming projects. I 
was once again unemployed for about half a year, or most of the winter season, un-

l I got my current job as a field archaeologist at the Museum of Copenhagen.  

In the beginning of my job search I was naïve and thought applying to the posted job 
offers would land me a posi on at a Danish Museum, because I had good grades 
and a decent chunk of fieldwork experience, but notably no driver’s licence. I might 
have go en close once or twice, but that doesn’t mean much when you are unem-
ployed and get the autogenerated rejec on le er in your inbox. I landed my first 
archaeology job, by replying to one of those le ers, which got me an in at a muse-
um because they desperately need archaeologist to help complete the last few 
months of excava on of a big project. It is more or less the same story with my cur-
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 rent job, which I got in part by contac ng the leader of the field archaeologists and 
manager of the archaeological projects. I have since learnt that that is the way to 
get a job in Danish archaeology, i.e. through the grapevine, by networking, and 
emailing people directly. 
  
What is contract archaeology and how does it differ from university digs? 
 
Contract archaeology or field archaeology in Denmark is state-run and governed by 
27 museums as defined by The Agency for Culture and Palaces. The museums are 
responsible for all archaeological ac vity in Denmark. Every me someone wants to 
expand their basement, or construct a new building, they need to reach out to the 
museum which is responsible for that area. The museum will then inves gate the 
archaeological possibili es, and send a small team out to do test trenches, and de-
pending on the results and the decision by the Danish movement the area might be 
excavated in a short excava on, spanning from a few days to months depending on 
the size of it.  
 
All the finds from the given excava on are placed at the responsible museum’s 
storerooms for further processing, and future exhibi ons.  
 
There is also a difference between working in the field, with excava ons and finds 
processing, and in the office, where the excava on reports and finds registra on 
takes place. In the first instance you are most likely outside in all kinds of weather, 
and in the other you are usually behind your laptop all day.  

As you can imagine working under these condi ons are slightly different to being 
on a university dig which operates under different me constraints.  
 
What did you expect going into contract archaeology? 
 
Maria:  
In the beginning, I was probably of the idea that field archaeology was like what I 
had experienced at field schools: A “slow” process (slow compared to commercial/
contract archaeology) with a lot of me to dig and process finds. I found about how 
field archaeology works when I was on the Prehistoric rescue excava on of the Pre-
Po ery Neolithic B “mega-site” Motza outside of Jerusalem as part of an internship. 
Instead of digging 10 cm in three weeks, the goal was to dig at least 10 cm in each 
trench every day. Later the same year, I started looking into commercial archaeolo-
gy in the UK, and I especially learned a lot about the industry from the archaeolo-
gists I follow and have befriended on Instagram in the UK. Even though the process 
of field archaeology in a commercial archaeology is quite different from a field 
school/research dig, it did not change my mind in regards to working in the field. 
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Anna:  
I am not sure what I expected from doing field archaeology – something like an epi-
sode of Time Team, perhaps. - Time Team, a Bri sh TV show about archaeology 
from Channel 4, it originally aired from 1994-2014, with an online revival in 2022 on 
YouTube. It has a simple principle and presents excava ng under me pressure, 3 
days, with all the available tools from excavators to shovels and trowels. It is clear 
that there’s some tv magic involved, as 3 days seems a very short me to plan, exca-
vate, and present the findings to the public, and make an entertaining tv show. But 
it was my only frame of reference, and it proved to be not too far off, at least as far 
as me dedicated to the excava on goes, now normally there’s usually dedicated 
more than three days to a project, but that is not always the case. 
 
What is a day at work like?  
 
Maria:  
My everyday job consists of ge ng to the site around 8 AM and change into the 
fabulous bright orange work clothes and safety boots that are mandatory when you 
work in commercial archaeology (some places use bright yellow...). We gear up be-
fore entering the field: Trowels, shovels, buckets for moving soil 
and to take soil samples, kneepads/pillows, wri ng and drawing 
equipment, GPS, camera etc. We work un l 16:00 with a few 
breaks in-between. It is quite well-known between Danish ar-
chaeologists that cake is a stable in the field-work-diet. Coffee is 
being drunk by the buckets, and ryebread is a classic and easy 
lunch.  

Field archaeology can be challenging in many aspects: First of all, 
it is physically demanding. It is really important to be careful dur-
ing work, as we li  and carry heavy things, and put ourselves in 
odd posi ons to be able to excavate. Another factor is the 
weather. Working in Northern Europe is quite different than 
working in the Middle East and Southern Europe where all my 
field work experience has been from. Rain, snow, sludge, hail, 
storms... Archaeologists works through it all, unless it is danger-
ous or if we are at risk of damaging the heritage. Thus, you 
should be prepared for anything. Bring extra clothes, an extra 
pair of gloves, have a thermos with something hot for the winter, 
and something cold for the summer. Suncream should be availa-
ble in the trailer, but I always bring my own, just in case. As men-

oned earlier, cake is a big deal. If you want to make your colleagues happy, bring 
cake or candy!  

When the weather is too difficult to work in or when we are in between projects, we 

Gear up!  
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work at the office. The work in the office consists of many different tasks: washing 
finds, water-flota on of samples, photographing finds, packing finds, enter data 
into MUD (Museernes Udgravningsdata = The Museums Excava on Data system) 
which includes drawings, finds, photographs... Basically, all documenta on that we 
have recorded in the field. 
  
Anna:  
When I worked for Museum Lolland Falster my days were similar to those Maria 
described, get up before the sun is out and come home at what seems like sun-
down in summer me, with li le energy for anything outside work. The work was 
good and had a lot of varia on, I got to experience the broad pallet of what it is to 
be a field archaeologist, I guided the excavator, used the GPS, cut post holes, drew 
profiles, ran a dig for a small week, organised finds, deposited soil samples, washed 
finds, wet sieved, and got intrusted to sort, record, and interpret some animal 
bones and write up a report on my findings. So, all the travel was worth it, because 
I got to be an archaeologist, which at mes when I was unemployed and kept 
ge ng rejec on le ers, felt impossible, and while in employment it felt nice, but a 
li le unstable due to the length of the contract, and the me spent on public 
transport.   
 
I now work for the Museum of Copenhagen, which is responsible for all excava ons 
in the greater Copenhagen area. As you can imagine, working in the city is quite 
different from standing in a field in Lolland. Urban archaeology is a different beast, 
not just because it comes with a different set of challenges, like trying not to bump 
your head into a drain pipe in a basement, but also the sheer quan es of finds 
which needs to be processed from the excava ons. Much of Copenhagen is con-
structed on top of 15-16th century trash piles which means that there is a high den-

A German posthole or a 
Danish one? The difference 
is not that big.  
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sity of finds taken out from any given excava on big or small. I currently work in a 
team of 20+ people off-site (meaning not on the actual excava on/construc on site) 
with the cleaning (dry sieving, wet sieving and washing), recording, and packing the 
finds from the excava on.  
 
An average work day begins at 7 o’clock and ends at 15. I wear bright yellow trou-
sers, and usually a bright yellow rain jacket, as both the dirt and the water are toxic 
in the wet siew – which is where I usually work.  

Working for the museum of Copenhagen means I save on travel me, but some-
mes I find myself missing the sunrise and the early morning train to Nykøbing F.  

 
Maria, you have worked in Germany as a contract archaeologist, can you elabo-
rate on the differences between Denmark and Germany? 
 
Maria: 
The work condi ons in Denmark and Germany are different in several ways. Firstly, 
in Germany, most commercial archaeology is undertaken by private companies and 
not museums and universi es. This creates a compe ve environment between 
companies which also affects the archaeologists who works for the companies. For 
me, that meant I was working over- me every single day for the year I was working 
in Germany. The work week is 40 hours, and I worked around 45 hours per week 
because otherwise we would not be able to finish the work on me. The pay is also 
considerably lower, even when adjusted to cost of living. 

The documenta on process in Germany is in some ways more thorough and exten-
sive. When drawing, you use colour to interpret the colours you see in real life, and 
when photographing, you take more pictures. Some of the equipment is different 
and I in par cular miss the “krätze”. Another difference is that the company I 
worked with had specific people who came and did measurements with the GPS. In 
Denmark, we do 
this on our own, 
and I am very hap-
py that I have ac-
quired this skill. I 
worked in a private 
company in Nie-
dersachsen (Lower 
Saxony), and I am 
sure that there are 
differences be-
tween the regions 
and companies.  

Equipment in Germany 
includes a Krätze, the tool 
to the le  of the spade. 
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 Does the lack of job security make it difficult to plan for a future, and do you think 
it might scare people away from field archaeology? 

Maria:  
Contract archaeology offers a lot of unpredictable circumstances, and it is certainly 
something you have to be aware of before entering the field, and you have to be 
able to adapt to it. Luckily, more and more museums are considering the stress that 
short-term contracts inflict on the short-term employed archaeologists, and more 
museums are star ng to employ their project-archaeologists in permanent con-
tracts. Museum Sydøstsjælland did this in the beginning of 2024. Project contracts 
are also longer than before. My first contract in Denmark was 9 months, and has 
been extended. This definitely provides more stability, and I am sure it makes it 
easier to apply and get a loan in a bank. 

I am not super concerned about the instability in the field. Of course, stability is 
nice, but I do not mind moving and I have, and would like to, live abroad, and I am 
lucky that I have some contacts in Germany s ll. Addi onally, I never wanted to 
have children, so I am a bit more of a free bird to do what I please in that sense. 

The past 8 months, different outlets have wri en about the struggles of field ar-
chaeology and our condi ons. They are linked in the end of this essay (in Danish).  

Anna:  
I'm a li le stressed about the job prospects, and expectancy to move across the 
country at short no ce for a 6-month contract. Not so much because I'm planning 
to start a family, but because I find it difficult to put down roots when I know I am 
out the door again in 6-months' me. I find it difficult to picture a future in contract 
archaeology when the condi ons remain so uncertain - not that they are much 
be er if you go for employment at the universi es.  I do not believe the short con-
tracts is solely the problem of the individual museum or university, although they 
could all do be er in ensuring be er condi ons for their employees, but rather a 
reflec on of our current pollical climate where culture and archaeological heritage 
is not allocated enough funds to allow for more stable carries. That said they made 
it work at Museum Sydøstdanmark, and hopefully more of the museums will follow 
suit.   
 
Do you feel a difference between the work allocated to short term contracted 
archaeologists and the ones in permanent posi ons?  Are the short-term posi-

ons mostly brawn, and the permanently hired the brain?   

Maria:  
First of all, it is important to me to point out that a permanent posi on does not 
equal a research posi on. 
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This percep on of short-term field archaeologists is fortunately not one I have en-
countered so far. It is important to point out that a permanent posi on does not 
equal a research posi on. But the percep on about short-term contract archaeolo-
gists is a very unfortunate one. Field archaeologists have a great responsibility for 
further research. When you're on an excava on, it takes more than just muscle - 
because while yes, anyone can learn to cut a profile, not everyone has the know-
how when it comes to interpre ng the profile, interpre ng finds, the context, or the 
right way to document it etc. The first interpreta on of a site, its use, me period, 
construc ons, finds etc. comes from the field archaeologist who excavated it. The 
field archaeologist's interpreta on and documenta on are a baseline for further 
research to occur. Part of a field archaeologist's job is to carry out preliminary inves-

ga ons of areas to be built on and determine whether an actual excava on should 
take place. If this is the case, then a recommenda on must be sent to the govern-
ment, which must include an academically based argument as to why they should 
grant permission and money for the project. To put it bluntly: Research could never 
exist without the work and interpreta ons of field archaeologists.  

Anna:  
I clearly feel that the prac cal experience I've gained from the field schools and pro-
jects I've been on is appreciated. My background shapes the way I approach archae-
ological material, and it has given me an understanding of working with complex 
stra graphies. I also have an understanding of the common types of finds. It is im-
portant to be a trained archaeologist when working with the soil and finds washing, 
as you are asked to assess what to keep or discard, and not all sites have a collec on 
strategy, and even if they do, it is constantly evolving as the finds catalogue grows. 
As a wise man once said, interpreta on of finds and features begin at the trowel’s 
edge. The work you are typically assigned to as a field assistant might seem mostly 
like manual labour: excavate that pit, survey this stretch of land, take these points 

A posthole is a posthole is 
a posthole regardless of 
country and language.  
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 for the GPS, wash these finds. In doing these things you take in the land, and the 
amalgama on of your archaeological knowledge of prac se and theory processes 
interpreta ons of features, and it helps you determine when something is a post 
hole or a natural feature. In other words, you are constantly assessing and evalu-
a ng the features and finds you come in to contact with – and you are sharing your 
observa ons with your colleagues, and in sharing you learn more. So, while you 
might not be wri ng the excava on report, you s ll help shape it through your ob-
serva ons and the work you do which will be noted and processed by the field 
leader. That said, job tles are not fixed, and if you work somewhere, you might be, 
based on your experience, assigned more tradi onal research assignments – if you 
are an expert in zooarchaeology it is likely that some of your knowledge will be put 
to use, and if you express interest in report wri ng etc., you might get the offer of 
wri ng the reports, despite being a short-term employee.  

The museums with the excava ng archaeologists also regularly produce and publish 
research from their finished excava ons. This is o en something that the field lead-
ers and PhDs produce, but that does not mean that you as a project-based field ar-
chaeologist does not have the opportunity to present some results at the ODM 
(Organisa onen Danske Museer) conference, or pitch a project to the excava on 
directors. So, I don't know if I think there is that much difference in reality between 
the two besides the stability of a job, which of course is massive, in the sense of 
feeling secure and comfortable, but in terms of what kind of work you do, it de-
pends on what posi on you hold, rather than the dura on of your contract.  

Do you feel included in the social life at the workplace, as a short-term hire? 

Maria: 
I feel part of the community where I work. Of course, permanent employees have 
different condi ons, but I don't think it's something I no ce as such. I feel that if I 
come up with an idea or sugges on, it's listened to and accepted. Most archaeolo-
gists in the field are contract employees, and if they're not, they used to be, so I 
don't think they look at you differently.  Perhaps the hardest thing is that you (and 
this applies to everyone, permanent and project staff) are sent around to different 
projects and constantly have to adapt to new communi es. Because I work where I 
do, we don't have the same community outside of working hours as I can imagine 
at other museums where you work closer to home (I'm thinking of going out a er 
work for a beer or something similar). This also means that there are o en people I 
haven't met un l I meet them on a project, even though we may have both been 
working at the museum for several months. 
 
Anna: 
Where I've been so far, I haven't no ced much difference between permanent and 
non-permanent employees, especially because very few were permanent employ-
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 ees.... What I no ced was the difference in experience, and willingness to teach/
learn, and tles people had, as they depend on what kind of responsibili es they 
had, field director vs. field assistant. Most people start as field assistants, which is 
where you learn what it's like to work as a field archaeologist, and they have less 
“responsibility” than the field leader, who is also responsible for planning and com-
piling the documenta on for the field report. This does not mean that as a field as-
sistant you do not have responsibili es, or do not write context sheets, or document 
in the field, but you're rarely the one who writes the report and makes the final in-
terpreta ons. But if you want to learn and have a good field director, you o en get 
to be part of the whole processes. I think you definitely build a sense of community 
with the colleagues you work closely with, if only because you share a trailer for 
breaks and changing clothes, and some mes also transport to and from excava ons. 
 
Can you recognise the story of lack of network and connec ons to the Danish mu-
seums for recent graduates of Near Eastern archaeology, and do you think it has 
something to do with the way possibili es to gain prac cal experience differ be-
tween the students of Danish prehistory and Near Easten archaeology, and to a 
lesser degree classical archaeology? 
 
Maria:  
Yes, it's definitely a familiar picture for me.  Newly qualified prehistoric archaeolo-
gists definitely have an advantage, but it may also be a very "fair" one, as they are 
a er all trained in Danish archaeology and even without much digging experience 
have more knowledge of archaeology in Denmark and Danish excava on tech-
niques. I would like to encourage students of Near Eastern Archaeology to look for 
student jobs that might sound more suited to prehistorians. Even if you don't get a 
job, you have shown an interest and can make contacts that way. And I will definite-
ly recommend that you invest in field schools and try to branch out, and not just 
s ck to one specific area. I am very interested in human remains, so I focused on 
field schools where I could learn more, but the field schools I a ended were in 
different countries, the periods were different (from the Upper Palaeolithic to Ro-
man mes), and I think this gave me a broader understanding of archaeology. 
 
Anna:  
Sure, which degree you choose makes a difference, mostly because of the networks 
they create and gain access to, and not so much because of the prac cal skills. Ar-
chaeology as a subject is s ll a on which requires you to spend summer holidays etc. 
on building up a por olio of excava on experience, no ma er what branch of ar-
chaeology you have chosen to pursue. My impression is actually that we, as Near 
Eastern archaeologists, have been reasonably well prepared for the prac cal and 
theore cal skills field archaeology requires - as at our field school we get to survey, 
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 excavate, and document in the field (photography, context sheets, GPS) the field, 
not to men on experience with the post excava on du es, of washing, sor ng, la-
belling, and photographing, as well as registra on. It's not every field school where 
you get to do it all. I think the advantage that prehistoric archaeologists may have, 
is that their field school is affiliated with one of the museums responsible for exca-
va ons, and they therefore have more experience of how to work in Denmark, and 
not least how to work for the Danish museums, which is useful if you want to get a 
job in Danish archaeology. 
 
Advice for students 
We have gathered our collec ve ps and things we wish we had done more off be-
fore going in. Not to say that our list is the end all be all, or a check list which will 
ensure you a posi on with a Danish Museum (or any other museum), but we hope 
it helps you, especially if you are interested in pursuing contract archaeology.   
 
Networking  
Connec ng with other archaeologists from the different branches is key to success 
in our line of work both in academia and commercial archaeology. So, use every 
opportunity you get to meet people from all branches of archaeology, you never 
know when a chat over a coffee, or being recognised from a lecture a endance 
might land you with a job, or some new friends. We have provided you with a short 
list of places to start: 
Check out Saxo’s Friday lecture series, and the various organisa on lectures, FAF, 
KAF, as well as the Danish Society of Near Eastern Society (NÆROS) and the Danish 
Egyptological society (DAES) – all of these places can provide you connec ons with 
your fellow student and graduates.  

Maybe you can also intern at a museum which conducts field archaeology, or join 
the Danish prehistory Saxo students on their field school, to gain an insight into 
Danish Museum prac ses in the field.  
 
Prac cal skills 
Try to lean a prac cal specialisa on, whether it is bones, stones, or digital skills like 
QGIS, you do not need to be an expert, but it is really helpful in the field to be able 
to recognise a pig from a sheep, and be clear on whether a stone is natural or 
shaped by human interven on. Knowing how QGIS and programs like TRIMBLE op-
erate is really helpful when you are told to make points in the field by your supervi-
sor. Yes, you will be given a short introduc on to most of these things and learn as 
you go, but it is useful to know a li le before going in. Something which Prac cal 
archaeology 1 and 2, should help you with.  
 
Driver’s Licence 
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 Knowing how to drive a car is unfortunately a skill most archaeologist need, whether 
they are in the field, or in the office, it is useful to be able to drive the museum cars 
from site to site, and from the museum to the storage unit, or to other nearby mu-
seum or conserva on units, and most job lis ngs ask you to have a driver’s licence 
before star ng the job. 

Checklist for field-work 
Here are our recommenda ons for which items are the most important to bring in 
the field. The list is created by us with the help of our followers on Instagram. 

Tools: 
The company/museum you work for will provide tools, from trowels, to rulers and 
shovels. But it can be nice to bring some of your own gear, especially if you have 
trowel preferences. 

· Personal trowel (set) - different trowels for different needs, see Maria’s expla-
na on below: 

I prefer to have my own personal trowel with me. I also have two other trowels than 
the classic one; a rounded and a squared one. The round is good for cleaning up pro-
files since it does not create marks, and the square one is good when you dig pro-
files that can be difficult with a shovel.  

· Foldable rulers – you can never have enough of them, and they are vital for 
the documenta on process.  

· Compass – the one I have on our phone is great, but when the weather is bad, 
it nice to be able to leave it in a pocket and use a compass instead. 

Bonus: A pro- p for bad weather and phones: Put it in a finds bag that fits in size. 
You can s ll touch-screen when it is in the bag. 

For detailed work – cleaning or excava ng delicate objects – like human or animal 
bones. Most of these tools will be available to you, but it might be nice to bring your 
own, if you have them. 

· Brush kit 

· Bamboo skewers (the small ones used for BBQ) 

· A dental tool set (metal tools) 

· Set of clay modelling tools (wood or plas c) 
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 Clothes: 
The museum/company provides the basic safety gear, or outerwear and shoes, so 
you are set with rain clothes should it rain, but besides the outerwear you might 
need to bring the following.  

The museum should also provide kneepads and mats, but it might be nice to bring 
your own. 

· Insoles for your shoes - are a good idea as the boots can be a li le different 
from what you are used to and you are on your feet all day, and in the win-
ter, the steel toe cap can make your feet feel very cold. 

· Winter clothes ps – layers are your friend. It is be er to remove clothes 
than not having enough clothes. 
Thermal underwear, wool jumper, and something warm for your head and 
neck, e.g., a balaclava, or a hat and scarf. Thick socks.  

· Summer ps:  
A hat, or a cap that offers shade to your face. A spare T-shirt in in your locker, 
and a thin shirt.  A scarf to protect you from the sun. Some places allow you 
to wear shorts – but we do not recommend it, you risk cuts and scrapes to 
your legs and your knees will be thankful for the fabric between them and 
the knee-pillow/soil 

Equipment – in the field and in your locker:  

· Sunglasses, if they allow it at the site, 
if not you can use them during the 
breaks!  

· A sling bag/fanny pack - to have your 
water, and other good things with you  

· Earplugs – archaeology is quite noisy, 
take care of your ears 

· Ear phones – if allowed on site, can be 
good on long days of wet sieving and 
in the field. Even though you work 
with other people, you might some-

mes be far from each other. 

· Water bo le, and remember to have 
enough for a whole day! 

· Thermos for cold or hot drinks 

· Pencils and markers – weather/
waterproof 

An archaeologists’ work 
gear. 

Photo: Maria Diget          
Sle erød 
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 · A small notebook – for observa ons  

· Snacks – for your pocket and your locker 

· A pocket knife/Swiss knife 

In your locker: 
Most museums provide, sun cream and coffee and tea – but it is always nice to bring 
your own. 

· A mug – for the breaks 

· Moisturiser – your hands will thank you! 

· Sun cream – both for winter and summer 

· A box with a stash of emergency things and food– personal meds, pads, 
snacks, cup noodles etc. 

· Instant coffee/tea bags 
 

Recommended reading about working condi ons in Danish archaeology 

Beiter, E. L. & Sauer, N. 2023: Indiana Jones-Komplekset. Weekendavisen.  
h ps://www.weekendavisen.dk/2023-43/ideer/indiana-jones-komplekset 

Sauer, N. 2023: Kvindefald i den danske arkæologiske forskningsværden. 
Arkæologisk forum, vol. 49 
h ps://www.academia.edu/112863041/Kvindefald_i_den_danske_ark%C3%
A6ologiske_forskningsverden_Gone_Girl_Women_Leave_Danish_Academic_Archae
ology_2023_  

Both papers are about women in archaeology and why there seems to be a differ-
ence in who chooses to pursue a career in archaeology a er gradua ng. 

Thomsen, S. T. 2023: Arkæologer er nu dens daglejere. Akademikerbladet.  
h ps://dm.dk/akademikerbladet/aktuelt/2023/august/arkaeologer-er-nu dens-
daglejere/ 

A paper about Thomsen’s experiences working in Danish field archaeology, including 
the pressure of short-term contracts, and the difference between studying and 
working.  

Savin, S. 2024: Pludselig sagde ledelsen ja l at fastansæ e alle arkæologer: decide-
ret banebrydene. Akademikerbladet 
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 h ps://dm.dk/akademikerbladet/aktuelt/2024/februar/pludselig-sagde-ledelsen-ja
- l-at-fastansae e-alle-arkaeologer-decideret-banebrydende/ 

This is a paper about the recent change in hiring prac ses at Museum Sydøstdan-
mark, who decided to permanently employ their short term hired archaeologists, 
all 13 of them, at the museum. The paper goes on to detail how the change came 
about at the museum.  

Savin, S. 2024. 4 gode råd: sådan fik vi fastansat alle arkæologer. Akademikerbladet 
h ps://dm.dk/akademikerbladet/aktuelt/2024/februar/4-gode-raad-saadan-fik-vi-
fastansat-alle-arkaeologerne/ 
This is an interview with the employee representa ve at the archaeological depart-
ment at Museum Syøstdanmark, and it goes into detail on how they managed to 
secure the permanent contracts for the archaeologists, and ps on how to ap-
proach doing the same elsewhere. 

 
 

 

 

First the mechanical diggers move the top layer, then the human diggers start. 

Photo: Maria Diget Sle erød 


